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From the caliber of the speakers & panelists to the white-glove service provided by the organizers; any 
investor, project, solution provider or thought leader in the space should strongly consider participation. 
Meetings were tailored exactly to our needs and the partnerships we formed from the events are 
invaluable. We will regularly be attending all of these events moving forward. 
Thanks again to Hadi, Rim and the rest of the Agora Group team!

Cli�ord Sarkin
Chief Operating O�cer, CasperLabs



Technology will never replace great teachers, but technology 
in the hands of great teachers is transformational.                                                                                                                                              

Technology, and particularly the digital one, has disrupted and improved most 
major segments of our economy. It is about time it conquers education and 
training sectors. However, EdTech is not just about reformatting books and 
training manuals, or even about the individual technologies themselves, it is 
about applying digital technology to deliver a new form of learning 
architecture and transform the future of how education is resourced, 
consumed and the result it can yield.

With the rising digitalization, the world is witnessing a rise of di�erent trends 
in educational technology through immersive learning. Integration of 
instruments like AR and VR allows students and educators to enhance learning 
and teaching experiences. Besides, the introduction of Gamification, AI and 
virtual learning o�ered massive educational opportunities without physical 
and geographical boundaries that were challenging amid Covid-19 situation.

On the other hand, the integration of blockchain technology allows end-users to 
store and secure records of students and learners, thereby enabling educators 
to make data-driven decisions.
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Technology will never replace great teachers, but technology 
in the hands of great teachers is transformational.                                                                                                                                              

Globally, edtech market size was 
valued at USD 89.49 billion in 
2020 and is expected to witness a 
compound annual growth rate of 
19.9% from 2021 to 2028.

According to the research report 
“Education market in UAE”, the 
market is expected to have a YOY 
growth rate of 0.48% in 2021, 
growing at a CAGR of 2% between 
2020 & 2025.

Global investment to learning 
technology companies surged to a 
breathtaking $36.38 billion in 2020, 
up dramatically from the $18.66 billion 
invested in 2019 and more than 
double the $16.34 billion invested 
in 2018. The number of deals spiked 
from 896 in 2019 to 1,251 deals in 
2020.

Asia Pacific Education
Technology Market

size, by sector, 2018 - 2028 (USD Billion)

* Edtech market is expected to reach $404 billion by 
2025. How can the segment achieve such massive 
growth in such a short period? 

The answer is EdTech trends.

$15.1 B



The entire event is focused on prearranged 
meetings.
This format guarantees the best return on 
investment of your time and money were qualified 
decision makers, CTOs, Presidents and Chancellors 
from government, public and private learning 
institutions will meet with you to help them 
learn about the latest solutions you provide in 
this industry.

What makes the Education Disrupters Congress di�erent?

THIS IS A SALES PLATFORM.

EDC is the best place to present your 
solutions and source valuable insights 
from world renowned members of the 
academic and edtech industry.

THIS IS NOT A CONFERENCE 
NOR AN EXHIBITION.



How does it work?
We bring the buyers for you.

We qualify them for you. *

We send you, 10 days prior to the congress, a 
complete list of delegate attendees, including 
their company names, job titles, solutions of 
interest, readiness to buy and budget.

You choose the corporate buyers you want to 
have one-on-one meetings with during the 
congress.

We arrange one-on-one meetings for you with 
the buyers of your choice.

These corporate buyers have all been qualified 
based on the following:

They are the ultimate decision makers in the 
organization.

They are actively looking for partners like you 
who can help them streamline and digitize 
their operations.

They have a minimum spending budget of $2 
Million.



Type of Solution Providers

Buyers Profile / Job Titles Buyers Institutions

Artificial Intelligence 

Virtual Reality

Immersive Learning 

Learning Analytics

Digital Course Material

Steam

Mobile Learning

Blockchain

Gamification

• President

• Dean

• Provost 

• Chancellor 

• Principal 

• Vice Principal 

• Universities

• Colleges

• Training Institutions

• Government Schools

• Private Schools

• Chief Technology O�cer

• Chief Digital O�cer

• Chief Strategy O�cer

• Board Member 

• Director of IT

• Professional Learning 
  Institutions

• Government
  Ministries

• Government Regulators

• Consultants



Program - Tuesday, March 29th, 2022

Keynote Address

Creating the Future Of Learning.

How technology can translate engagement into 

enrolments.
The world is advancing at an astounding rate, 
requiring us to anticipate and be ready for the future 
by building digitalized systems that can shape 
human resources through education. Thus, the 
education industry is increasing its emphasis on 
professional skills which are now in greater demand. 
This is where ‘Future Persona’ is implemented outlining 
how building students’ digital capabilities will enable 
them to become more competitive globally.

Panel Discussion

Revolutionizing the learning process through 
immersive learning.
Given the pandemic situation, demand on improving 
online education has risen to help students create a 
virtual world with the help of augmented reality, 
virtual reality, mixed reality and live 3D interactions. 
Reports predict that the worldwide spending on VR 
& AR will reach $160 billion by the year 2023.

Registration and refreshments

Opening remarks - Welcome of the chairman
of the event 

Sponsor Presentation

08:30 – 09:00

09:00 – 09:05
5 Minutes

09:05 – 09:25
20 Minutes

09:25 - 09:35
10 Minutes

09:35 - 09:45
10 Minutes

09:45 - 09:55
10 Minutes

09:55 - 10:05
10 Minutes

Sponsor Presentation

Sponsor Presentation

Sponsor Presentation

Co�ee Break and Networking Session 

Prayer break and lunch

10:20 - 10:50
30 Minutes

10:05 - 10:20
15 Minutes

10:50 - 13:05
2 hrs 15 Minutes

9 meetings
each one

lasting
15 minutes 

13:05 - 14:00
55 Minutes

Meeting 1 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 2 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 3 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 4 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 5 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 6 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 7 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 8 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 9 - 15 Minutes



Panel Discussion

Challenges & opportunities for the role of Edtech 
in preparing for the world of work.
Given the global nature of the pandemic and the 
importance of education globally, a more international 
collaboration to work on both the digital learning 
infrastructure and the human and legal infrastructure 
has become a must, rising a fierce competition in the 
edtech industry and thus making it more challenging.
The fast-paced growth of education technology 
industry is expected to flourish at a rate of 17% per 
annum. However, despite such estimation and 
evidential increase the investment rate in this field, 
the industry still faces significant challenges.

14:00 - 14:30
30 Minutes

Fireside Chat

How Blockchain technology can help achieve 
transparency and accountability for academic 
credentials.
Recently, Blockchain technology has gained 
considerable attention from researches and practi-
tioners. This is mainly due to its unique features 
including security, reliability, and data integrity.

14:30 - 14:50
20 Minutes

14:50 - 15:35
45 Minutes
3 meetings

each one
lasting

15 minutes 

Meeting 10 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 11 - 15 Minutes

Meeting 12 - 15 Minutes

Training session on Classroom gaming and 
esports.

15:35 - 16:35
60 Minutes

Chairman closing remark and end of the event.16:35



We bring the buyers for you.

We qualify them for you. *

We send you, 10 days prior to the congress, a 
complete list of delegate attendees, including 
their company names, job titles, solutions of 
interest, readiness to buy and budget.

You choose the corporate buyers you want to 
have one-on-one meetings with during the 
congress.

We arrange one-on-one meetings for you with 
the buyers of your choice.

Testimonials

Phoenician Funds
Saeb Nahas

I just wanted to drop you a note to 
thank you for the conference you 
have organized. It was indeed an 
insightful and productive one, and I 
strongly believe that our region can 
benefit from such focused gatherings 
instead of random large events. Wishing 
you all the best.

On behalf of our entire GEHC team, we would like to 
congratulate you on a successful event yesterday & are 
glad that it went ahead so well! In terms of our 
participation, we are extremely happy with how 
everything was run. Our presentation went ahead 
smoothly, and we had the right audience & executive 
meetings lined up. Finally, the support from your team was 
fantastic throughout the event. We really appreciate you 
going above & beyond in accommodating some of 
the requests we had along the way too.

Pratyush Ghuwalewala
GE Healthcare

Our team was very happy with the 
event. They felt that your team was 
very organized and committed to 
the meetings. Our team said you 
brought interested parties to our 
table which is very appreciated. We 
will definitely consider participating 
at future events so please keep us 
posted.

Christiana Lin
Vocera  Communications

I enjoyed the caliber that was present 
in the first chapter of the conference. I 
also liked the intimate feeling where 
both the audience and speakers were 
able to connect and exchange very 
useful insights. It would be a pleasure 
to attend future events.

Ahmed El Banna
IQVIA

Nameer Khan
MENA Fintech Association

Agora’s event exceeded my expecta-
tions. Very professionally curated agenda 
and most importantly the attending 
audience made a di�erence. In a market 
full of events and conferences the 
methodology of executing these 
businesses should be di�erent, they 
understood it well. Kudos to the team! 
Wishing them all the best.

Agora’s events have been very profi- 
table and crucial for us at the private 
o�ce. It always brought us in contact 
with the decision makers and potential 
companies. We have strategic partner-
ships with a few of the companies that 
we met at Agora’s events.

Maisa Vahedi 
Private O�ce of Sheikh Saeed Bin Ahmed 
Al Maktoum

Thank you for an excellent conference-
my highlights were the venture capitalist 
section and the speech by the Minister 
which was inspirational.

Philip Tyler
Mediclinic Middle East

Nadyn Kesserwany 
Mimecast

Thank you so much for all your hard 
work, your flexibility and diligence.. 
The time, e�ort and energy you fuelled 
into the di�erent projects was so 
impressive and the result was amazing. 
It is always a pleasure to collaborate 
with the Agora team. Looking forward 
to the next one.



Sponsorship Packages Pricing

Pre-Event
Partner recognition in all event’s media & 
promotion.

Full database of attending corporate buyers.

Live Event
8 one-on-one pre-scheduled meetings with 
corporate buyers of your choice.

Two representatives to attend the event.

1 night accommodation at the venue of the 
event.

Breakfast, 2 Co�ee breaks and lunch.

Access to the entire program of the event 
including all networking activities.

Post-Event
Access to high level post-event report. 

Pre-Event
Partner recognition in all event’s media & 
promotion.

Full database of attending corporate buyers.

Live Event
10 minute presentation to the entire audience of 
60+ corporate buyers. 

12 one-on-one pre-scheduled meetings with 
corporate buyers of your choice.

Three representatives to attend the event.

1 night accommodation at the venue of the event. 

Breakfast, 2 Co�ee breaks and lunch.

Access to the entire program of the event 
including all networking activities.

Post-Event 
Access to high level post-event report.

GOLD SILVER



Head O�ce Location

Creative Tower ST Fujeirah, UAE  |  No 2, Second Floor 

+971 50 857 4008  |  +961 3 478 007

www.agoragroup.ae


